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PREFACE 
This thesis reports the work performed by the author in compiling 
an analysis of the tunnel diode as a device and developing a suitable 
design procedure for utilizing the diode in an amplifier circuit. Be-
cause of the extreme non-linearity exhibited by the diode there are 
numerous possible applications. Some which have been explored include: 
logic elements, free running, astable, and bistable multivibrators, 
re laxation oscillators, sinusoidal oscillators, mixers and convertors, 
multi-function circuitry utilizing only one diode, and the topic dis-
cussed in the latter part of this thesis, straight amplification. 
At the time of this writing, the tunnel diode is a relatively new 
device. For this reason it was felt that a complete theoretical explana-
tion would enhance the understanding of any subsequent circuitry. Hence, 
the first portion of this thesis is ma i nly concerned with an explanation 
of the semiconductor characteristics of the diode. The latter portion 
i s a developement o f some design procedures and an experimental verifi ca-
tion of them. 
The author wishes t o gratefully acknowledge the encouragement, support, 
a:id advice of his advisor, Dr. H. T. Fri stoe. Sincere thanks are also 
expressed to Professor P.A. Mccollum for many helpful discussions . 
Appreciation is also expressed to Texas Instruments, Inc., General 
Electric Corporation, and I nternational Business Machines Corporation 
for their generosi ty i n furnishing samples of their diodes. 
Lastly, the wonderful encouragement and help of the author's wife, 
lDuise, is everlastingly acknowledged. 
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In t.he fall of 1958, the phenomenc1n of negative resistance in very 
narrow p-n juncti.ons was f:it.nt reported by the Japanese physicist L. 
EH.ki. 1 Since that time there has been considerable effort expended in 
utilizing the negative resistance diode in circuitry. ~xperimental 
2 amplifiers have been built and the results reported; but to the author's 
kn@wledge, only one S01Jlllt:'ce has given a detailed design procedure. 3 The 
analysis reported wa, based solely on the Nyquist plot of the loop 
impedance with the d.fode :it.nserted and the resultant design equ,!il.tions 
were first-order appr(l)x:bnations. For this reason it was decided to 
attempt an analysis from a different standpoint. The method developed 
heirein by the author incorporates a frequency response analysis with 
both analytical and g~aphical solutions which allow an exact theoretical 
design. 
Since the diode is only a two terminal device, it might appear at 
fiirst glance that the problem of separating the inpm'.t from the Ol;))tpint 
would bie exceedingly difficult. Howeve1r, if the device is inserted be-
tween the source and the load, amplification will be obtained although 
1L. Esaki, "New Phenomenon in Narrow Ge P-N Jumctions", Physical 
Review, Vol. 109, p. 603, 1958. 
2 H. S. Sommers, Jr., "Tunnel Diodes as High Frequency Devices11 , 
Proceedings, I.R.E., Vol. 47, p. 1201, 1959; and K. K. N. Chang, 
"Low-Noise Tunnel Diode Amplifier", Proceedings, I.R.E., Vol. 47, 
p. 1268, 1959. 
3 U. s. Ds.vidsiOJhn., Y. C. Hwang and G. B. Ober, "Characterization of 
Tunnel Dfod.es and Circuit Stability Considerations", Electronic Design, 
March 17, 1960. 
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the magnitude of the s~@rce and load impedance are still critical factors 
in the design. 
Since there are essentially two types of sottrces, voltage and current, 
there are essenti,dly two methods of insertion. Series insertion is used 
for voltage amplification and parallel insertion for current amplifica-
tion, Only the set·b.s insertion amplifier was eonsidet:ed in this thesis. 
Analysis of the series amplifier implies that two essential modes of 
amplificati~n may be obtained. That is, the circ~it may be adjusted to 
yield either sal.e.et:Jtve oir non-selective ampl:iHcation. From the analysis 
it appeared that the non-selective amplifier was only a special case of 
the selective amplifier and for that reason the selective tuned amplifier 
was the only one e~nsidered in the analysis. 
The primary reasons for the intense interest shown in the negative 
resistance or tunnel di~de are its very high fre~uency response, extreme 
resistance to radi~tion and low noise figure. These characteristics 
r.es0llt £!·01 !!! the fa.lCt that the IO!peration does not depend upon minority 
carriers. ln ord~r t~ ill~strate more effectively how these advantages 
©ccu~i the first p~rtion of this thesis is devoted to an analysis ~f the 
tunnel diode as a s~miconductor device. 
The negative re.illistance cha:racte·ristic cll.epends upon «:Jltllantum-:mechani@al 
tunneling of electr~ns through a potential which they do not appear to 
bi&ve the energy to sulr'i!OOl~nt. Since electron tunneling theory is not widely 
understood9 the second chapter is devoted to an explanation of how this 
effect is possible. 
The third and f~Utrth chapters are devoted to an explanation of the 
dfo&.e chai.racterbtics based upon conventional sem.iconductor theory and 
Chapter Vis the a~thor~s development of some design e~uations and pro-
ced~res for utilizing the diode as an amplifier. Chapter VI reports 
3 
the res'l,\llts obtatned from an experimental ampU.fier 11;?~nstrv.ncted from t:he 
e~uations developed in Chapter V. 
CHAPTER II 
QUANTUM MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRON "TUNNELING" 
Quantum mechanics is in essence a mathematical formulation to analyze 
and predict particle behavior on an atomic scale .. In the late nineteenth 
century the older classical theory of particles began to deviate slightly 
from the observed results of experiments and in certain situations gave 
1 
completely errone~us results. It was felt at the time that perhaps these 
deviations could still be fitted into the structure of classical mechanics 
which up until this time had so ade1uately described all physical pr@c-
esses. However, time passed, and despite Herculean efforts of mathemati-
cal manipulation, the inconsistencies remained. Then a few farsighted 
physicists among them, Heisenberg, Schrodinger, and Dirac, departed from 
the older theory to formulate the new mathel!lllatical physics of ~uantu>m 
mechanics. 
The new mechanics, which came into full bloom in the late 1920's, 
had as its underlying principle a postulate developed by Heisenberg known 
as the "1lJlncertainty principle", which fundamentally was a statement of 
indeterminency. As ~pplied to physical phenomena the uncertainty prin-
ciple simply says that certain related ~uantities (i.e., momentum.and 
p~sition, energy and time) which describe the state of a particle ares~ 
interrelated that a precise knowledge of one of the 1uantities involved 
automatically implies uncertainty as :t~ the magnitude of the other re-
lated quantity. Heisenberg proved that the order of magnitude of the 
1 Banesh Hoffman, The Strange Sto=~_y of ,lli 9!,_antu!Ji; Dover Publica-
tion, New York, 1959. 
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uncertainty was related to a physical ~uantity known as Plank 0s constant, 
-19 6.23 x 10 erg-sec. The order of magnitude of tnis uncertainty is so 
small that the effect of the indeterminency does n~t become noticable until 
the dimensions of the system approach the microscopic scale, but this is 
precisely where the difficulty lay in the application of classical mech-
anics to phydcal pmcesses. The new theory filled the gap admirably and 
sp~rred developments in the field of atomic theory. 
The method emmbr.aced by the new ~uantum theory as dictated by 
Heisenberg's uncet·tainty principle implied that 9 although precise fori111Ula-
tion of the systeim state was no longer feasible, it was possible and, as 
a matter of fact, h:it.ghly desirable to describe the \lllncertainty inherent 
in the system. This was acc.ommplished by characterizing the physical 
q,mantities by their probabilities of existence. 
If, for example» ~ne wished to hypothesize an electron existing in 
space, he did not consider it as a p~rticle existing at a certain point 
and moving with a definite vefocity but instead fo11:'mmulated it as a 
probability wave. That is» the position of the electron wot11ld be char-
acterized by a pr,OJ'l'ni~.biU..ty f11J1nctfon thro\Ulghout the :regfon under c<OJnsidera-
tfon and the part:Ji.ic:l<e u SI 'll!!JO)m.ent111rm wri:.nllldl be considle'.lt';ed similarly. New~ in 
any mathematical treatm.~nt (Q)f the system, the pr@bability waves would be 
imsed tiOI represent the ele<ll:tr(,m inst.ead of the clder method of considering 
the electron t;o be a particle at a fixed point wit:h a fixed mom.ent'i!ll.lllll. 
From these first revolutionary concepts a highly intricate and 
complex theory h.i.i1ll been developed from which :i.t is possible for the 
modern physicist t(!'.i) accl!llrately analyze and predict «tlln an atomic iQH~ale. 
A complete exposition of that theory will not be considered here, but 
only those aspectsi @f it which will alfow «Jiualitative understanding of 
the tunnel diode. With this in mind~ a highly idealized example to 
ilhistrate the fo:regt1:llng; discussion will now be considered. 2 
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Consider the region in space a.round a hydrogen nucleus in which the 
electrostatic attracti.ve f:orce between the m.ncle1.1ts and electron obeys the 
Coloumb :lnverse S,i1)1Jllare law iDf charged particles. Due to this attraction 
the electron wUl he.ve at any po:llnt :tn it:s 011:lni.t a:1:'(\JJ\1md the nucleus a 
ce'fta:i.n amoiunt 4'lf' p,<l)t:ent:J;a.l energy due tci itsi pli:llfalit:ion. The elect:r.li)n 
will als((')) have k.:Jl.net.:[.c energy deter·mined by its vellij\city and the total 
S:ltn.ce the systemm will 1b,e C;10in:!lli1dlet·edl to Joe m:m-d:li.ssii.pative and will have 
no extern~.! f(()lrces aic:.ting @n it, the total elec:tr©!n energy must remain 
constant. A diagraimu ill@stratll.ng the energy t'llf the system is shown in 
Kinet:i«~ Ene:rgy 
at X = x,:, 
P!Dltent:ital Enie:rgy 




P©t,1mtial Ene1tgy D111.e t~ 
T 
W~ Trotal System 
Ene1rgy 
x (P©ietid .. l!'.lln Relative t@ Center iCJf Nmc:le@s) 
Fig1mrie 2-1. El(ectx·ccm Energy vs. Position ln a Hydrogen Atom 
1Ct is thus s,een tha.t the electron resides in a sort of potential 
''hole'' the height of which is determined by the total energy of the 
system. According to the older theory of classical mechanics, there is 
no possible way for the electron to escape from the confines of th:i.s 
pl(l)tential hole since that theory states 
V f W 
where 
V h the p,Olt.*'nt.:ial ianie~gy rof the electron 
Wis the total ene~gy ~f the electron 
In order to sd.mplify the problem fot· iqiuant\llll!ll mec.hamtcal treatment 
wlltho·i!.l\t cha.nging the essential res\llllts~ the potential "hole" will be 
7 
ideaU.zed into a pioite.1:1t:l~l "b!Olx" .s.s Ulu\strated in Fi,g~t·e .2-2. Wm is the 
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Figure 2-2. Idealized Electron Potential Energy vs. Position 
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In light of the earlier discussion it is evident that the electrl(l)n 
does not exist at any particular location within the potential box, but 
rather there will exist some probabiU.ty function describing the possi-
bility of electran existence throughout the region. It is one of the 
trb1m.phs of ©jt1lant\!Jlm 100.\echanics that it exhibits a relatively simple method 
of obtaining this pl!':'<!'.i>bability fonctfon through means of an ecq[uation 
developed by Schr©di.ingeir. JJ:n its time-free form for one dimension this 
(2-2) 
where 
m is the mass of the particle 
h is Plank Os c@nstant 
1-)J is the wave famctit!J)n 
w is the total energy 
V is the pot<entltal energy 
The act~~l pr@bability, P(x); that an electron exists at any co-
pr((llviding P(x) b n(Q)t,mlized to @nity. That is» the entire area umde:r 
the pr<D1babiH.ty ©wrve m.\U!st be set e~ual t!OJ unity as we are cllealing with 
only (Q)ne electriOin. 'll':h®refoz:e 
j P(i)dx = j \ ~(~f cl~ = i (2-4.) 
where the indicat1zdl integrations are taken iOiver the whole of &;ipace. 
The fonial de1'iv&1tion, j1lllstification, and implications of the above 
t<DI the desired res.@lts. The interested reader is referred to the many 
exi'.Zellent books on th€! s@bject (fJ;f theoretical <g11IBant1lllm. meichan:ks. 
9 
The Schrodinger e1uatfon~ when applied only to the interior of the 
potential box of the exa~ple yields the simple family of solutions 
(2-5) 
whet'e 
A ~nd B ~~e constants of integration determined by the boundary 
conditions 
It was Schrodinger wh~ first pointed out that the wave e~uation was 
valid outside the confines of the potential box. The ~uestion of how 
this situation arises is best j1U1stified by noting that it gives the 
necessary answer as dictated. by experimental facts without being concerned 
with how the potenti~l energy V of the system has seemingly managed to 
exceed its total energy. Xn any event, the sol1U1tion of the wave ecqiWtti<G'in 
for the case where (W-V) is negati.ve yields for the region exterior to 
t:hre p(jltentia. l blOx 
(2-6) 
A necessary C10lnditi.<t:m for the wave e(IJJ11JJ&tlt«:m tw represent the system 
is that the complete sol@t:ic(J)n must tend to zer\Ol as x tends t<C11 infinity 
since it is not desirable to imply that the electr@n spends its entire 
exi:stence exteri@lr t!O) the lb,<i'.,x, \Ulna.er this restrietion it is evident th<ffit 
the constant in the f:trst. term ,n,f Eqpmatfon (2-6) mm,S\t be zero for x less 
than -b and the t:c();nstant in the second term of the reiqiui.ation must be zer,{)) 
for x greater than +b~ The cia,mplete sohlltion for all values of x is 
4->cx..) "' A cosfaZw -V(xVX +. B s I Nfa0v-vc~~ Y-
q; Cx) = C ey,. r,(-"'fal..v&.)-w/x) 
' - b >X (2-7) 
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To preserve contimllity the wave function a.nd its first derivative 
ll'lll\UlSt be contin1lllil'.il'l.llS acrlCilSS the bcundaries of the pr©lblem. This rest·ric-
tfon is essential for fitting the complete sohllt:i'l.iClln together·. 
When the complete solution is fitted to the potential box it is seen 
that at the boundalr.ll.e:51 cf the box where V is va.ry:lng extremely fast that: 
it would be possd.ble to fit any n,mm.ber of sohntions into the box were it 
n!Cilt for the bo1tllndary restrictiiCllns. Figure 2-3 (a) illustrates a number 
of valid. solult.i.@n:91 tir;i the wave eqiU1ationi and Fi.gui.ir.ie 2-3 (b) shows the 
C101rrespomUng pr«»lli>ab:li.lity famctfon. Figure 2-3 (c) shows what Woilllld be 
the resi\llllt if a sh«Vitte:r wavelength were to be used for the same boimndary 
condition on V iaiJl tha.t for a longer wavelength. 
-. -:W---
0 X--- 0 x--
w-- 1\111 
0 x-
(a) LtJ (x) (b) P(x) (c) Invalid~ (x) 
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It is interesting to observe that these soluti(()ns yield a finite 
existence probability outside the confines of the pwtential box where, 
ac.c(())rding to classical mechanics» the electron C(i)uld not possibly exist. 
Jtt :[.s also worthy of note that in the valid solutions of the wave e([Jl~a-
t.iL@ln, the v1, which are an 1.ndicaticn of the ele~tron potential energy~ 
are dhct·ete in vah.ie with VHl > v1 and that the v1, approach W as a 
limdt, 'Jrhis h kn(Olwn a.s <.qpUlantbatfon of electron energy and is the math-
ematical j\UlstiUcaH©m for the evidence which ind:lcates that the elect:ran 
exists in its mr1b)it a.t definite discrete energy levels. As a matter of 
fact, when the Vi fr.om the solution of the Schr~dinger wave e~u&tion are 
c©imipared with the l:tne spectra emitted by the hydr@gen atom, there is an 
exact numerical c.®rresp@ndence. 
Each boundary energy level is characterized by a q1Ulantum number, and 
is known as a «i_1!llantl!lli'l1,il state in (!)ne dimension. When the problem is extend!ed 
to three dimensi@ns» it is fo'i.llnd that there exist two other <iJ!Uiant'W!l 
mmm.bers associated w:lth the other tWIOi variables: which describe the syste1001 
and, in addi.tfon, there is a <q[Uantum number ass(()Jciated with the spin il'lln 
the electrcm which ll.s t 1/2 according to whether the spin is 11pai.rallel'\ 
@r ifanti-parallel 11 • 3 lt W©1Ulld be well at this tilm'de to introduce an(O)the:r 
principle of the@&'ieit:ical physics which will again b1e referred to at a 
L'&ter time. It :u.s kn©wm as the 11Pa1Ulli exclusi(Q)n principle" and states 
that no two electr@ns may @ccupy the same ~1Ulant1Ulm state simultaneo~sly. 
Now let the problem of the electron in the potential box be extended 
to that of two adjacent potential boxes with a'!ll electron initially in 
the box on the left in Figure 2-4. 
12 
V(x) V(x) 




Figiwre 2-4c Idealized Adjacent Potential Boxes 
The method of s©lution for the wave function indicating the electron 
po.!Bitfon is essentially the same as: that given for the previous problem.. 
The Schlrndinge:r wave el\J[\UlS!.tfon in one dimension is s®Jlved S1lllbject t<oi the 
bo'M!ndary irestrict.ir('.1)ns with the principal difference being in utilizing 
the increasing exp@,tential in the region of the 11ba\rrier" d. This varia= 
tion is admissible as the cCO>mplete solution still tends to zero as x 
increases w:lt:ho@t b©wnd. Tw© <r»f the possible valid solutions are 
ilhllstrated in F'igwJre 2-5» where both CO>f the SOllUJlti,,.ms correspond t(Q) the 
ngr«:v1!llnd stateu oir l,cmgest wavelength s:olimtiiOJnS. Note that the term wave-
length refers t© only that pli)rtfon </'J!f the s©hlltL:m which lies within @ne 
<Gf the potential b((l)xes. The only difference in the sofotions is that: t:he 
increasing expotential in (b) is the negative of the increasing exprQ)tential 
in (a), Althmllgh it might first appear that both solutions corresp@nd t©) 
the same energy state~ it is found, when fitting the solution to the 
bo,mndary cci:mditircms~ that it is necessary to make the soluition of (a) of 
slightly l,r.mger wavelength than (b). This is sh<0>wn qualitatively in 
Figure 2-5. 
13 
This slightly l©nger wavelength, in fact» c@rresponds to a slightly 
lower energy state than that for the solution with the shorter wavelength. 
i Hyp~thetical Extension of 
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Figtllre 2-5. "Grtoi\lltMll St~te" Wave Functions for Adjacent Potent:l'..al BoJ1:es 
To S\!Jl1000l1lllarize the essenti£1 result contained in Figure 2-5~ the pre-
sence rof the sec©nd potential box has: caUJsed a splitting of the initial 
en~rgy levd int~ t<w:i!.n energy states. 
This resUJlt i~ immediately extendible to the ~ase of N poten~ial 
\. 
bl('.)):xes cl©1£e toget:he:r ui illlllight be present in a crystalline structure. Now 
the initial ''gromind state" SIOlltlltfon of the crystal would be split into an 
energy band of N discrete energy levels~ Now by c©nsidering the other 
tW«'.)) variables as well as the ''spin" which are needed ftOJl' a 3-di.mensi.tOlnal 




are known as quant\llllllll levels since a 1~antum number is associated with ea.ch 
14, 
of the 4, variables. 'rhis energy band concept is extremely useful in dis-
cussing semic~nd~ct.i~n processes as will be done in later chapters. 
A final point tc0> be mlade in relation to Figur:re 2-5, is that an 
analytic development shows the energy difference (v2-v 1) of the two solu-
t:tons is an inverse fiulnction of the barrier width. 4 From this it may be 
SEien that the ban.a splitting effect does not becoime appreciable until the 
·tiiar:der width bec~11mes relatively small as in t;he case of a crystalline 
All of the prevfo~.s discussion, alth1crilllgh CiOlirt'ect uinder the asst11mpti1oin 
ma.de, mllllst now be :mil:o>«ilified somewhat to become more in accord with the 
sitilllatfon as it ac:ti1,ally exists. In the normaliz1.ng process on lfJ , the 
pr@1biability of the electron's existence was normalized to un:itty to si.gnify 
the existence of a single electron. However, this process was only done 
fro~ ©ne energy level. As may be seen from observation of Figure 2-3~ 
there are a mJ11wibie:r 1Q'f pOJs:sible solutions of the Sc.hrodinger wave e~\tl!ation, 
and since the electr1D>n only exists in one of the prl1)bability states, the 
pirec:eeding results mtil!Jl\St b:e modified to allow the electron to exist in 
only one of these states at a partic\llllar instant. Proceeding accc)rding 
to the methoids of. cqpmant-.11mrn mechaml.cs, the concept r(!lf probability is again 
int:it«:ildm::.ed in the sense that th,e probability of any particular solution 
being c:ren:rect l!!ll\\llSt lbe evahnated. 
If yJ1 .••••• ',t> n denote the different wave fa:mcti.Qlns obtained fr@,mi 
the Schrodinger wave e~uation, then it is possible to assign a certain 
"weight" value tit:, each of the If . , corresponding to the probability that 
lL 
the electron actually has this wave function as its solution state. This 
15 
"weight" will be den(Q)ted by a 1 where ai is the weight associated with the 
wave function~ i• these a, are merely factors which indicate a rela-
i 
tive ignorance as to which of the specific states the electron actually 
occupies. 
Since the electron nru.st exist in one and only ,,ne state, then a 
nottnalizat:1.on is applied to normlize the a 1 to tllnity as follows 
\ a, 12. + .. , • • + l a .. ,uiz. -= 1 (2-8) 
!YtHizing the appr1CPpriate ''weight" factors» the complete time-free 
wave f~ncti~n in @ne dimension becomes 
(2-9) 
The ~se of this representati(Q)n for~ (x) yields an answer to a previews 
diffictlllty which was no•t discussed at the time it arose, To be spec.ific 9 
the problem of the electron in one of two adjacent potential boxes will 
be disc~ssed again. 
It is reasCOJn.able to s·IU\ppose that if the electnm is initially in 
the box fQln the le.ft, it is very likeiy that when the system is exaimined 
again after a very :short interval of time that the electron will still be 
in the region of the box <Oln the left. H(())wever, in examination of Figure 
2-5, it is seen that this is not the case 1lllnder the conditi~ns set forth 
for the solutfon. The reasw:m that the S<Cll\\lltfons of Figure 2-5, which 
imply an <e«l[\Lllal pll'.'(01\»ablility ©f finding the electr«t,n :!Ln either box9 are 
befonging t:o a single energy level wo1lllld ade~1l.ltately represent the system. 
HIDwever~ as was j)illst sh10/Wn9 this is not correct. Instead. it is necessary 
to proceed acconr&ing to E(~1ll!atfon (2-9), and assign the propeTc 11weight11 to 
all :possibIJ sohllti©ns befot:e the pr@bability is c@mmputed. For simplicity 




a 1 is the weight a~s@ciated with solution~ 1 
a 2 is the weight associated with solution~ 2 
~land~ 2 are the sol'<llltions shown in Figure 2-5 
with the assumption being made that all highe~ solutions are negligible. 
Now if the weight: ((J)f either S(l)lt\ltion is identical (a1 = a 2) or 
:expressed acc1iJJrding to the 1Utncertainty principle, if knowledge of the 
electron energy state :its very gt:oss, then it wo-wld be likely to suspect 
th2t knowledge of the ele(:t:ron position r!Yo@ld be cieirresponcl!ingly refined 
and a fairly accurate presentation of the positi\!Jln prll)bability sh,o'<lllld be 
the :result. The plOlsiti,on pr(Qlibab:Hity is fo1JJnd as folliows 
(2-11) 
The operation indicat.ed! in E1qpmat:!ton (2-11) is that of adding ot·din-
ateiSl of the two s~,l\Ultions shl{))wn in Fig1!llre 2-5, and. S:<1Jl'Wa:dng the m.agnit1!llde 
fD)f the resu.nltant~ The :r'e/SJ@lt @btained is that sh(!)wn in Figure 2-6, and 
i.t i.s @bserved that this is more in agreement with the situatfon as it 
mmight be expected t,!'.ll exbit. That is, if the electr,on is initially in the 
b(/j)x <On the left, the p<iJJSit.i.ion probability should indicate it on the left. 
I 
V(x) w: 
- - R_ _ 
0 X---P-
Fig1llre 2=6. nweighted" Probability F11mctfon 
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The next logical development and the last feature of quantum mech-
anical theory needed to 1ualitatively discuss the tunnel diode is that ef 
the time varying wave function so that it may be ascertained in what 
manner the probability wave associated with the electron varies with time. 
From all previous discussion it would be likely to presuppose that 
the time solution would exhibit a wave-like nature and, indeed, such is 
the case. The time varying qJ function is found to be expressible 
iOOlathematically as5 
i.£' c~,t) -= I.\J(~) e.-1.:p (-1. -z.1Trt) 
where 
Y == V /h and is the freiquency of wave oscillation 
Vis the particle energy level 
his Plank's constant 
(2-12) 
Thus each l\J pattern associated with an allowed energy level v1, 




ifT* denotes the complex conjugate of if 
The~ pattern representing the electron is th~s oscillating in time 
and over some interval will represent all variati@ns in the 11weight" of 
the time-free Schrodinger wave solution for a given energy level. 
We may now apply this time varying function to the problem previously 
discussed of the electron in one of the two adjacent potential boxes. 
Again giving identical nweight" to either of the solutions shown in 
Figure 2-5 it is seen by utilizing Equation (2-12), that the time varying 




Y and l"' are the frequencies associated with the time varying 
solutions 2 
The time varying probability P(x,t) is 
Pc1t 1t) • W'Y!• 
substituting EquatiQn (2-14) in Equation (2-15) yields 
PC'l.,t) = l \\VJ+ I o/.1 2 - ZI-((\.(~, w:eip(-iiir("Yi-Yi)t)~ 
(2-15) 
(2-16) 
r.i.11.ich con.tains · the important result that it is the difference or beat in 
the two frequencies ( Y 2- Y1) which determines the probability variation. 
Now, ("(2- "Y"1) is proportional to (V2-v1), the difference in energy levels 
of the two solutions, and, from previous discussion, proportional to an 
inverse function of the barrier width. The probability variation is 
actually found to be proportional to e~~(-Jicl) where k is a constant and d 
6 is the barrier width. 
Since the frequencies Y 1 and Y 2 are nearly eiqiual, the total prob-
ability cemprised of 4J 1 and 4)2 starts with ~l and \\)2 in phase with 
each other. As time progresses, the synchronism gets worse and worse 
with the value of lV in one box growing at the expense of the 4J in the 
other box ~ntil finally the vibrations are completely out of phase with 
each other. The situation is now the reverse of that indicated in Figure 
2-6, with the larger probability wave in the box on the right. Note the 
imp@rtant result that the electron has traversed the region separating 
the two potential boxes, a region that, according to the older concepts 
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@f classical mechanics, would completely contain the electron in the box 
IOJn the left. Since the electron did not possess the required energy to 
climb the potential "hill'', it might be said to have "tunneled through" 
and for this reas©n the phenomenonn is known as the "tunnel effect". It 
is important to observe that, if 11 t'lllnneling" is a desired effect, one 
re11Lllirement would be that of a small barrier width. 
This at last i$ the end towards which the pr1evi<0ILllS discuss_fon has 
been pointed beca·wse it is predsely this tunneling effect which is 
predominant at low val@es of forward bias in the tlLllnnel diode and is the 
major explanation f10Jr its unusual characteristics. 
Now that the phenomena of tlLllnneling can at least be qualitatively 
vislLllalized it will be profitable to return to more conventional methods 
for the remainder of the theoretical discussion~ keeping in mind that the 
tlLllnneling process m£y be drawn ~pon as an explanation for an appropriate 
effect sh©@ld the need arise. 
CHAPTER III 
PREPARATORY SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY 
It has been found that the elements of Group IV of the periodic 
ta~le ~xhibit to a marked degree the property of crystal formation as 
a, consequence of being tetravalent or having four electrons in the outer 
.shell or orbit. The atoms of the elements in this group tend to share 
electrons with other atoms to form covalent bonds so that the atoms are 
formed into a tetrahedron crystalline struction which is illustrated 
diagrammatically in Figure 3-1. 1 The dashed lines indicate a covalent 
bond. 
11 11 11 
=0==@==@= 
11 ij 11 -0- · .. -:- e= 
=~= ~== ij= 
11 11 11 
Figure 3-1. Group IV Diagrammatic Crystalline Struction 
The situation as seen by any single valence electron in the crystal-
line struction may be found by applying the discussion contained in 
Chapter II. The electron exists in a potential box determined by the 
atomic core and the other three valence electrons. It is, however, also 
influenced by the relatively close presence of a ntmmber of other potential 
1Aldert Von Der Ziel, Solid State Physical Electronics, Prentice 
Hall Publishing Company, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1957. 
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boxes due to the other atoms throughout the crystal so that any single 
energy level corresponding to a solution of Schrodinger's equation is 
split into an energy band containing 4N discrete quantum levels each 
differing slightly in value from all others. Now assuming the material 
is at 0°K, with no external fields applied, all of the electrons will 
exist in the "ground state" solution and, since there are 4N electrons 
to fill the 4N quantum states, all states in the valence energy band ar.e 
filled since the Pauli exclusion principle must hold. The density of the 
4N available quantum energy states as a function of energy may be cal-
culated from the methods of quantum mechanics as2 
I 
N(E') = C (E -~o? (3-1) 
· where 
N(E) is the energy state density, i.e., number of states per unit 
vol1l.1lme 
E0 is the energy reference level 
C is a constant depending on the crystal 
Depending up@n which elements constitute the atoms in the crystal 
str1U1cture, there imay or may not be a distinct energy "gapn between the 
highest energy level in the valence energy band and the energy level 
necessary to make the electron available for cond~ction through the 
crystal. This energy difference between the top of the valence band and 
the "conduction" band is known as the forbidden gap. 3 J[t is the width 
of this forbidden gap which largely determines the external ~lectrical 
characteristics of the crystal. 
2 
W. Shockley, Electrons and Holes in Semicond@ctors, D. Van Norstad 
Publishing Company, New Yorkj-r§°56. ~ 
3E. Wolfendale (Editor), The Junction Transistar and Its Applications, 
New Yo•rk, 1958. 
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The crystalline structure will tend to reject all applied energies 
which are not of sufficient magnitude to raise an electron from the 
valence band into the conduction band. Those materials with a large 
forbidden gap conse(Qjuently have high electrical resistivities and are 
good insulators. Those in which the top of the valence band overlaps the 
conduction band have low electrical resistivity and are good conductors. 
The materials between these two extremes have moderate values of re-
sistivity and are known as semiconductors. Relative energy band dia-
grams for these three cases at o°K are illustrated in Figure 3-2. 
't:I 
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FigU1re 3-2. Energy Band Diagrams 
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Consider the semiconducting crystal energy band diagram illustrated 
in Figure 3-2 (c). As the temperature of the crystal is raised, a few 
of the higher energy electrons in the valence band will accept enough 
thermal energy to j'lllmp the forbidden gap and become available for conduc-
tion. As the electrons leave the covalent bond, they leave a vacancy or 
"hole" in the valence band which acts in many respects like a charge 
carrier of opposite sign since electrons from adjacent covalent bonds may 
fill the vacancy and th'llls in effect move the hole through the crystal. 
The energy band diagram of the semiconductor as it might appear at room 
temperature is shown in Fig'lllre 3-3 which illustrates that the energy 
distribution of the electnms has been altered fr.om that shown in Figure 
3-2 (c) in that s,o,me electrons are now in the cond'lllction band., and some 
holes have appeared in the valence band. 
By considering the bands as a continum rather than a discrete set, 
two physicists, Fermi and Dirac, working independently derived the 
energy distributllicm <JJf the electrons as a fumction rfJ;f temperatuit'e and 
crystalline matelf.ial. The Ferll!l\i-Diirac distrib1!.lltfon function for the 
number iof electrl(»n.S with emergies between E and E + dE is 4 
-n(E; =- ~J(E) d.E 
1 -1- exi?l(E-E?.;:~"r] 
(3-2) 
n(E) is the n\Ul·mber of electrons per unit volllJl,me with energy E 
N(E) is the 1t11\Ulllmllhiel' of energy states perc unit V<oilume with energy E 
(E(IJ[t11.ation 3 -1) 
k is Boltzman 1 s constant 
T i£J the absiiolute temperature in degir.ees Kelvin 
Ef is the Fermi energy level 
The ~'!llantity, Efj ((»I' the Fermi energy level may be tho@ght of as that 
energy where the probability of a ~uantum state being occupied is 50 
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percent·. In Fig\lllre 3=2 (c) the Fermi level would f!alll in the exact center 
of the forbidden gap since all states in the valence band are occupied 
and all stat.es in the conduictfon band are empty. 
If certain selected imp\lllrities from Group Ill or V, which contain 
an excess hole and electron respectively compared to the elements of 
._Holes 
Fi~~ 
Group IV, are int~~&\lllced into the crystalline struct\lllre during the crystal 
glf<O)Wing process, these elements will displace a no~l atom from the 
5 crystal structure as illustrated in Figure 3-4. Now the crystal st!C'Ucture 
as a wh10>le will ©<®ntali.n a n,mrnmber of loosely bourrnd elec.trons ow holes wh.i<eh 
are readily available foll'.' iC(t)nducdon. · 
Fig;\lllre 3·~4. Impurity Crystals 
5Aldert Von Der Ziel, @p, cit. 
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The impurities from Group Ill are selected so that the energy re-
quired to break an existing covalent bond and allow an electron to fill 
the hole, is only slightly above the energy level at the top of the 
valence band. Those from Group V are selected so that the energy levels 
of their loosely bound electrons are only slightly less than the energy 
level at the bottom of the conduction band. The energy band diagrams 
for these impure crystals at o°K are shown in-Figure 3-5. 
~ ---------E 
l,,<J 1..1.., f 
Q)'L-' ± + + E 
~% V//v 
!'illlil]!l'Umr.l1.ty Roles 
(a) p-typ® erystal (b) n-type Crystal 
Figure 3-5. Impurity Crystal Band Diagram 
It is now apparent that much less energy than for the pure crystal 
1&!l\1U!St be accepted by the i~pure crystalline struct~re in order to make 
some charge carriers available for conduction purposes. The impurity 
concentraHon is very Sl!llla.11 (approximately 1 part to 108) 1:nut, due to th(e 
large number of at~s present (approximately 1018 atoms/cm3) there are 
still a large number of excess carriers existing s~ that relatively large 
c~rrents may be 01intained thro~gh the crystal. N~te that the FeI'llllli level 
~f the p=type ha~ been lowered and that of the n=type has been raised since 
the energy for 50 percent ~cc~pation pr~bability is now different. 
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At r((ll©m temperat\\llre 9 practically all the impllJlrities have been ionized 
d\\lle t((ll acigi\\llhitfon QJf thermal energy and their charges are available for 
condluction purpoiSles in addition tio those charges fr<om the valence band 
which have jumped the ftrrbidden gap. Due to the large difference in 
relati.ve energy level.ii, the charges :i.n the c:rond'!llicting bands are almost 
exchisively detem.ined by the impurity. That is, :lLn the n-type material 
for example, there a:iee s;@ liTh'olny llJlnbi01J1nd electrons that holes are c<0mbined 
with one 101f these elec.trtms alm©st as soon as the h@le is formed. Thtis 9 
to a very go&:JJd appll'.'<oi:ic:11.nnati<OJn, it may be said that the charge car1r:iers in 
the p-material arce holes and the charge carriers in then-material are 
electrons. 
The P-N Junction 
Now if by Si0>100Je mmea1me, 9 a p-typre crystal C«lJ1!llld be grir.:rwn or attachetll 
t@ an n=type crystal /Slllll<C:h that the trans:il.ti©n ft\()J111!l @ne region to the 
10,ther is a'ilit'1l.llpt)) the t\C»tal system would fall int<OJ el'JlUilibri1lllm in t.he 
faJlll«J)Wing manner.. At r«:i>\Ollllffi t:remp»erat:uire 9 the exc.(eSJS\ electrons in the n-
mate:i'.'ial arce in filfi\\!l\Ch great:iar , concrentrSlti,on than the excess electr:oins in 
the p=mateir.iaL Hen~.e)) t:hey tend t©> dliffose acr<ijj!S\,fl the junction m~ch as 
~iolrecules of a gas: tel!1i,dl tirii diff1!J1sre from a regi<cm ,;l)f high preress@re t<bJ a 
lower pre!Sls\Ul:re. 'I'he!!l<e eleic.u,il'.))ns whi>C'h traverse the jjuncti<em are in a 
,region of large hrolle C<Cllt'1.,c.<e:nt1cation and hence tend t:© combine with the 
p·~type impurities t© f<oirmm :l!.(OJUi:z:ed at«ilms, A sil!m:Uar situatfo,n haild81 for 
the excess holes :1.n the :p-!llIDateriaL As these i(oinizations ocicuir, an 
electric field is b-itllilt @JP .acn:»ss the j)u11.i::,tion due t\Cil the diffenmt 
ch<lllrges on the il!fillliffi,Ollbile f(Q);nis. · 'this process tends t(G» ~ontin\llle llJlntil the 
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transition region has been swept free of excess charge carriers and an 
e~milibrium condition is reached. Eventually the tendency of the excess 
charges to flew by diffusion is just matched by the force exerted on the 
excess charges by the electric field since the field is in such a direc-
tion as to oppose the flow by diffusion. The situation is illustrated in 
Figure 3-6. 
p-type Transiti~n Region n-type 
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(d) Energy Band Variati~n Across Crystal 
Figure 3-6. Pertinant Variables Across a P-N Junction 
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Even in the e(gpmUibt'i\ll!m C.(!)nditfon, there will be S<OJme holes in the 
p-side which attain the necessary energy to S\ll!t:'m(!)Unt the potential barrier 
at the junction. Due t<Qi thermal agitation, holes are also being generated 
in the j\ll!nction region which tend to flow away fr<OJm the junction in the 
direction of the electric field and opposite.to the high energy holes. 
Since at zero external applied voltage no net ctllrrent may flow, these 
two currenfs must be ecqi11J1al and opposite. A similar analysis holds for 
electrons and when the analytic expressions are s@lved for the cone.en-
tration variation, they yield the results of Figure 3-6 (c) which in-
dicates an expotenti&l fall-off in concentrati®n as the carriers m<OJve 
into the region where they are in the minority. Physically, this is due 
t[)) the large ten&en(:y for ioinization recombinati@n which is present. In 
essence this is a st(Q)rage @t' capacitive effect and greatly limits the 
f1r:e<gp1J1.ency response @f the p-n jlmncti@n since it is this min10>lfity currrent 
which is pred©minant ~11hen t.he external 1bias is in the forward directi.«:m. 
Fig1uJ1re 3-6 (d) is w,orthy of comment at this t.im!l.e. When the junc:ti,«;,n 
is formed! and the eletitr:ltc field llS stabilized acr<Q!8S it the energy states 
[))n the p-side are raised~ the energy states on then-side are lowered, 
amll e('l!mtilibri\l:llm 1,SJ r<eached when the Fermi levels ©lf b[))th sidies of tb.e 
6 
crystal attain the sai1l!l\e val1U1e. The result of this energy baned shifting 
acli.'((l)SS the juncti.1@n as; sh101wn in Figure 3-6 (d) may be thought of in this 
way. The electr(Oln:SJ :[n the lower level energy states on the n-s:idle are 
situated directly opp,OJsite forbidden regions at the same energy level s@ 
their energy states 1!111MSt be raised if they are tcOI pass to the p-type 
material. The same is true for the holes in the p-type altho~gh the 
situation is nots@ iMll1lediately ~bvious. 
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It may now be ©~served that the amount which the bands are shifted 
relative to each other is a function of the impurity concentrations of 
both the P and N types of semiconductors since in the discussion of 
Figlllre 3=5» it was :ii.ndicated that the shifting of the Fermi level from 
the mid-point of the forbidden region depended on how many impurity ions 
were present. Thus» ,for large impurity concentrations, there is a large 
difference in initial Fermi levels which yields a large band shift when 
the sectfons are j©in.ed.. In fact if the imp11.1n:ity C®Jncentratfon is so high 
that the impurity energy levels form a fairly wide band of their own» these 
bands may overlap the available energy bands in the pure semicond@ctor and 
act@ally move the Fermi level into the overlapping region. This is @ne 
condition which 1ll!ll.1UI.St be satisfied in the fabricati©n cf the tunnel dforiie. 
If an external bias is applied to the j1Utnction~ the bands are again 
shifted relative t@ each other depending upon the direction of the 
applied field. If the field is in such a direction to oppose the field 
already existing a<e.r@a:s the junction, the bands will tend to bec®ime 
aligned hf())riz@ntally, th\\Jls l!lllaking available more energy states for the 
min©rit.y cu·riers and the extern.al curt·ent will increase greatly, If 
the bias is :rever5ied the j11JJnctfon barrier height will be increased and 
the i!OO.j@rity @f the :smrrrall «::1!llrrent which flows will be d1U1e tco; the the10mal 
generaticF.m of ccu:·rierSl in the junction region. 
CHAPTER IV 
SEMICONDUCTOR THEORY OF THE TUNNEL DIODE 
Qualitative Theory 
If the reverse bias on an ordinary p-n junction is increased, an 
eventual point will be reached where the V-I characteristic of the diode 
exhibits an unusual feature. The diode starts conducting current heavily 
and the current changes by an extremely large amount for very little 
increase in applied voltage. This V-I characteristic is indicated in 
Figure 4-1. The theoretical origin of this phenomena may, in at least 
some cases, be ascribed to the electron tunneling process oescribed in 
'chapter II. It will be of value to examine Figure 4-1 to obtain a ~uali-
tative explanation of the breakdown. The numbered regions correspond to 
the various energy levels shown in Figure 4-2. 
Voltage --
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/ / 
{b) Small Reverse Bias 
(d) Breakdown Reverse Bias 
Figure 4-2. Relative Energy Band Diagrams 
Nothing of unusual interest is shown in Figure 4-2 (a). The diode 
is at zero bias and no net current flows across the junction until 
(Figure 4-2 (d)) the reverse bias is applied which causes the small current 
due to electron-hole generation in the junction to flow. As the bias is 
increased, the breakover voltage will eventually be reached (Figure 4-2 (c)) 
and large currents will start to flow. The explanation of how this occurs 
is fundamental to an understanding of tunnel diode action and is quali-
tatively fairly simple to understand. 
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In Figure 4-2 (c) the highest energy electrons in the valence band 
of the p-side of the junction are just approaching the empty energy states 
at the same energy level on then-side of the junction. As a consequence, 
the only impediment to prevent their flowing to then-side is the junction 
barrier. In Chapter II it was shown that a definite probability existed 
for an electron to tunnel through a potential barr:it.er to an empty state 
if the energy level on both sides of the barrier were equal. (See E~ua-
tion 2-16.) This is exactly what occurs in this case. The electrons from 
the valence band of the p-side tunnel through the junction barrier to the 
empty available energy states in the conduction band of then-side and 
constitute a current flow. 
Since the impurity concentration and thermal agitation have raised 
some electrons to the conduction band in then-side and also made avail-
able states in the valence band of the p-side, the electrons from the 
conduction band of then-side also tunnel through the barrier to the 
available states in the valence band of then-side but being much smaller 
in number the two will still add algebraically to give a large net current 
flow across the junction. 
As the impu:d.ty concentratit.on or 11doping 11 of the intrinsic material 
is increased it is found that the breakover voltage is lower and lower 
in magnitude as show·n in Figure 4-3. 1 This may be understood by recall~ 
ing previous discussion where it was indicated that the value of the zero 
bias junction field became larger and larger for increased doping. Since 
the initial field is larger, then obviously less bias is required in 
1Bernard Sklar, "The Tunnel Diode - It's Action and Properties," 
Electronics, ~ovember, 1959. 
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order to align the empty states in then-side conduction band to the 
filled states in the p-type valence band. 
0 Voltage -
In ere.as ing :n:mpuri ty Concentra t~iorr-1'" 
Figure 4-3. Effect of Increased "Doping" 
If the impurity concentration were made high enough, the junction 
would be in a breakdown. condition at zero bias and would continue in such 
a condition until the forward bias was of such a value that the valence 
and conduction levels on the opposite sides of the junction were separated 
by an energy gap. This high i.mpurity concentration is one re(quirement for 
tunnel diode open1ti.on along with the re<quirement that the junction barrier 
be extremely thin to fad.litate the tunneling. 
A typical V-I characteristic fo,r the tunnel diode is shown in Figure 
4-4 where the numbered r~gions correspond to the band level diagrams of 
Figure {i.-5i. 2· 
At ( 1), the dfode is in breakdown condition and the tunneling currents: 
are equal and opposite. These currents are produced by the iqiuantum 
211Tunnel Diodes", Technical Information Sheet, General Electric 
Res,earch LSlboratory, New York, 1959. 
t 
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F:it.gure 4-4, Tunnel Diode V-I Chsiracteristics 
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mechanical probabilities describing electron position in adjacent potenti~l 
boxes which were di.is cussed :n.n Chapter IJL As a small positive bias is 
applied,, the electr,ons tunneling from the conduction to the valence band 
greatly outnumber the electrons tunneling from the valence to the conduc-
tion band since the:rre are many more empty available states in the valence 
band and thie electron cur.rent will increase to a piDsitive maximum. 
Now as the biacs hi raised higher (3), some of the electrons in the 
conduction band are directly opposite the forbidden gap and since there 
a.re no available states for the electrons so dresc:d1hed t.o tll.llnnel to, thre 
total t@nneling C\t]r;rents starts to fall with an increasing bias. Thw:si, 
the V-I characteristic exhibits a decrease incyirr~nt for. an J.n~refoS)?~Jl 
>JD \'\-,1,;t:h6! 
Clll1Jt''[.en1-t. This is the negative resistance region fa.11·:r the diode, 
As the bia:; is forther increased (4.), (5), the minority cll.llrrent starts 
to flow in the forward direction as the potential barrier is reduced 
enrrnllgh to allow the high energy excess carriers to s\Ulrmount the potential 
barrier and contribute to the conduction. 
1'he principle featu:re which is advantageous in this type of diode, 
is that the current car1ders are not minority carriers in the negative 
t 






nv-+ c electrons tunneling 
from valence to conduc-
tion band. 
nc+v electrons tunneling 
from conduction to 
valence band. 
Region (1) Zero Bias 









Region (4) Higher B:i..a:s, Tunnel 
Current Falls to Zer~ Minority 
Current Starts 
p N 
N >> N N Decreasing c-v v-c' c-v 






s:: Ev i:,:i 
Regi.on (5) Normal Diode Conduction 
Figure 4-5. Energy Band Variation of the Tunnel Diode for 
Positive Bias 
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resistance region and hence the high frequency response of the junction 
should be greatly improved over the normal junction diode. Also the 
resistance of the junction to the effects of high energy radiation should 
be improved. Such is found to be the case in the tunnel diode. 
Quantitative Theory 
The first important factor which affects the current· flow across 
the junction is the probability that any electron which strikes the 
potential barrier will tunnel through. It was seen in Chapter II that 
this probability would depend expotentially upon the barrier thickness. 
However, in the act\\lla.l case, the potential barrier is not linear as was 
assumed in Chapter II. Under these circumstances, the Schrodinger 
e1uation has non-constant coefficients and the exact solution is exceed-
ingly difficult. However, an approximate development 
4JC-x\ = e~? t· ~:la.(W-V(x)' ct'l) 




rr-. Lp lp~ = e.'t.'Pti~:·vo.(w.v~'ci~J 
th' tunneling probability 
811' Meff 
h2 
Meff is the effective mass of electron in crystal 




To a good appt·oximation, the potential barrier is triangular in 
shape as in Figure 4-6, and the electric field across the junction is 
constant. 
3 I. A. Lesk, N. Holonyak, Jr., U.S. Davidsohn, and M. W. Aarons, 
"Germanium and Silicon Tunnel Diodes - Design, Operation, and Applica-
tiicm'1, 1959 Wescon Convention Record. 
E~ Forbidden 
gap :rn electron 
volts 
0 
l--- Junction width app. 150 A 
V(x) 
0 b 
Figure 4-6, Potential Across the Junction 




Eis the electric field in the barrier 
e is the cha!.rge cm the electron 
To obtain the tunneling ra.te, T is m1lllltiplied by the number of collisions 
per second of electrons against the potential barrier as follows. 
From Newton's law, the time rate of change of momentum is e~ual to 
the applied forces. The ~uantity under the square root in Equation (4-2) 
is inversely proportional to the wavelength of th,e 4J function and 
thrc,ugh the de Broglie theor1m relating the wavelength and momentum of a 
moving electron 'r be,:::om.es p:ro,portional to the electron mo,mentum. Thus, 
where 
A <x> :i:.s the wavelength of the y; function, AtY., = 1.2-7 -':"'."', Ci. w -VC~) 
'-T\~ eot-,e_,.~\'ll 
According to the de ?,roglie t-h-ee'll;'m 





~ applied forces = mass x accelaration = d.~~ = e E 








Now if an electron striking the barrier does not tunnel through, 
then its momentum must reverse in the barrier and then reverse again be-
fore the electron strikes the barrier again. This means that the wave-
length associated with the electron must take on all allowable values from 
the upper band edge to the lower band edge and back again to its original 
value. It was seen in ChcSlpter II that the biand width of solutions was 
proportional to the spacing between potential boxes. In a crystal, this 
spacing corresponds t,o the atomic spacing and may be signified by a cons-
tant called the lattice spacing A. 
It is found that: the change in wavelength is exactly equal t,o this 
lattice spacing constant or 
(4-10) 
Using this in EIIJ!uation (4-9), and solving for the time between 
collisions gives 
= (4-11) 
Dividing Equation (4-11) into Equation (4-3) yields the tunneling 
probability per second or tunneling rate 3 as 
(4-12) 
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When this e<ll[uatfon is plotted against E, with normal values for the 
other factors, it exhibits an extremely sharp rise in tunneling rate at 
aro~nd 106/cm.4 Again this illustrates the need for a narrow junction of 
around 100 X since the value of Eg for most semiconducting materials is 
usually low and a high tunneling rate is desirable. 
The remainder of this discussion is similar to that followed by 
Esaki, 5 but it will pr~ve more illustrative to refer it to Figure 4-7. 
Following the normal rules of probability, the probability of two 
events occuring simultaneously is equal to the product of the individual 
probabilities. Thus the probability or "tunnel" current of Energy dE 
flowing in the unbi~sed p-n junction from the conduction band in the 
n-region to the valence band in the p-region is e~ual to the number of 
(a) Zero Bias l 0 -1o-v = Iv...,..c (b) Positive Bias I 0 ~ v>> lv-c 
Figure 4-7. Density Functions to Determine Tunnel Current 
4Ibid. 
SEsaki, op. cit. 
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electrons in the conch!lction band times the number of available states in 
the valence band (unoccupied states) times the tunneling rate from the 
conduction band to an idential energy level in the valence band. The 
total current IC-+V is obtained by integrating over the range of over-
lapping energy st.rl!.teai. 
Quantitatively, the nu111llber of electrons in the conduction band in 




jc~)is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function 
and the density of available states that the distribution function applies 




Pc is the density of available states of conduction band in n-region 
ic is the bottom of conduction band inn-region 
Thus the m.llmber of electrons "flc(E) available is 
(4-14) 
This function is shown ~ualitatively in Figure 4-7. 
Next, the number IOif holes lln the conduction band in the n-region is 
(4-15) 
6 Wolfendale, op. cit. 
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where 
Nc(E) is the number of holes in the conduction band inn-region 









is the m11mb1er of holes in the valence band 
the to,p of valence band! in the n-region 
C(Ev-E)l/2 in the p-region 
(4-16) 
(4-17) 
"'fl (E) is the mJJ1riruber of electrons in the valence band in the p-region 
V 
All these functions are illustrated in Figure 4-7. 




A is the junction area 
A similar e::icpressi1D1n h1olds for current from the valence band to the 
c0)nduction band. 
Iv-+c (li--19) 
Over the bias range indicated, it is a reasonable assumption that 
Zc.+v equals Zv-,. c and it is thus found that the total net current acro,~s 




Vis the applied bias 
Eis a constant dependent on the crystal 
This is the final res1.lllt of this section, an expression for the 
current as a fonctfon of the applied voltage. E<g.t1.llation (4-20) is a 
particularly diffi.cult integral to evaluate analytically but Esak/ gives 
the calculated V-I characte:dstic obtained fr<e»m E(y_!uatfon (4-20), and it 
compares favoirably with that which is obtained experimentally. 
7Esaki, op. cit. 
CHAPTER V 
AMPLIFIER ANALYSIS 
Consider the region between I and I in Figure 4-4. The slope of . p V 
the V-I characteristic is negative between these limits implying that 
the diode may act as an energy source to yield amplification if the 
proper circuit conditions are maintained. To examine these considerations 
in ~re detail consider the circuit in Figure 5-1. ~he diode is asst11med 
to be biased positively and the bias source is isolated from the a-c 
circuit. 
N e V=f(i) 
Fig~re 5-1. Simple Amplifier Circuit 
The loop voltage e1\lllation may be written as 
e ==· -1Ri... + f (i) {5 .. -1) 
where f(i) defines the V-I characteristic of the diode 
JciJ = e - l Ri, (5-2) 
This is the familiar load line e~uation employed so often in vacuum 
tlllbe circ1!lli.t analysiSl with an exception in that the voltage e is not 
necessarily a c~nstant b~t may vary with time. 
43 
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The instantane!()~S diode resistance may now be defined as 
~ A - dt(~) 
/Lex. - d l (5-3) 
and it may be seen from Figure 4-4 that rd goes through a negative 
minimum at the inflection point where the characteristic changes from 
concave downward to concave upward. 
When E~uation (5-2) is solved graphically the condition follows in 
Figure 5-2 that unless 
R L ~ J\.J. Ml~ (5-4) 
the load line has the possibility of intersecting the characteristic at 
three points instead of one. 
Figure 5-2. Gr~phical Interpretation of Stability Conditions 
Thh multiple i.ntier:sectti1i:m implies an unstable configuration which llil\\l\St 
be avoided in the amplifier if relaxation oscillations are to be av~ided. 
Assuming Equati.@t'l. (5-4) is satisfied, let e in EillJuation (5-2) be. 
(5-5) 
Now there is a simple graphical interpretation which indicates how 
amplification is p~ssible. Ase changes, the l~ad line retains the same 
sl~pe but shifts horiz@ntally with the voltage e intersecting the V-I 
characteristic at different points. 
4.5 
The time varying load line along with the outp1lllt c1lllrrent and voltage of 
the device may be found graphically by following the arrows in Figure 5-3. 
The outp\\llt voltage is large.r than the inptllt voltage indicating that 
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The actual e,(Jflllivalent circuit of the dfod.e is more complex than that 
of a. simple negative r.·eisd.stance and has been shown to be the circ:odlt in 
Fig,urre 5-t*. 1 
Figure 5-4 . ., Tunnel Dfode El<lJ.uivalent Circuit 
where 
L8 is the lead and body inductance of the di~de 
Rs is the bulk resistance of the diode 
Cd is the functi<OJn capacitance 
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r 0 min is the $lope of the V-I characteristic of the inflection point 
Jin order t<OJ ris,&uce the distortion which is apparent in the o\llltput 
waveforms of Fig\lllre 4-3~ the amplification mode ~sually used is that of 
a tuned circuit" The essential circuit can be reduced to one similar to 
wher~ =R is considered to be linear for Sll!'la.11 signal analysis» 
where 
Rt-= Rs+ R1 
C = Cd.+ Cc. 
L1 is the external circuit :Jl,nductance 
R1 is the external cir.cw.nit iresistanc.e 




This amplifiet' cdrc\\llit has been analyzed f"ro1m1 the Ny<qt'lllist pfot 1oif 
2 its loop impedance and design procedures have been obtained. However~ 
li.t will be of interest t;(Q) examine the circtll\it from a d:i.fferent point of 
'tlew so that more precise design e~tll\ations may be developed. 
L 
-R c-
Figure 5-5. Amplifier Equivalent Circuit 
The inp~t impedance of Figure 5-5 is 
:z.(,.\ = 5'2LRC ;- (RRtC.- L);, + (R-R-1:} 
--,::;). ;, SRC. -1 
where 
Lzir_,l.;;.(.e ope.-£ito1- c.>lr 
S is the ~La-pl,a-cl:an-·c·perato'r~-
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(5-6) 
.Amplifier sta~ility, which is a prime consideration, will be preserved 
if the zeros of z1(S), which are the poles of the response, do not lie 
in the right hand half of the S pl&ne. 3 
The roots of E~~ation (5-6) are 
- ( RR-1:C - L)_ ± , lRR-tC - L\t_ / R.- Rt\ 
'Z. L R.C \ 1.. LA.C I \ L RC ) 
the circ~it will be ~nconditionally stable if 




Sw,-::: tC~c - R1C) 
r = .L ( Rt _ .J..)11 LR.C -..., 
0 2 L RC~ R-R.-i:-
WA,. ~-~f<~ v 








3J. L. Brown and Peter M. Schultheiss, Introduction~ the Design of 
Servomechanisms, John Wiley and Sons 9 Inc., New York~ 1958. 
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Obvfously tw® cases exis,t (note b must be' p~sitive and Wa must be 
real for stability to be maintained) depending on whether the radical is 
real o:r imaginary. If the radical is real ( S) 1) the amplifier will have 
a non-selective response and if the radical is imaginary (S ~ 1) the 
amplifier response will be selective. It is the latter case which will 
be considered most carefully in this analysis. 
E~uation (5-13) is now substituted into E~11l!B.tion (5-6) so that the 
11r~111lllllerator corresponds t'°1 an accepted convention flQlr the description of 
a normalized quadratic response. The numerator of Equation (5-6) will 
then be 
(5-14) 
Now the input impedance as a function of frequency becomes 
(5-15) 
A convenient power gain definition for the amplifier circuit is 
11 insertfon power gain". This is defined as the ratio of the power in 
the load with the amplifier ins~rte.d (P11) 
Fti = \ .ti: \'Re 11-
to the power in the load with the amplifier removed (Pr,o) •. 
Ro " I lo1 \t l~e t.l 
Therefore» G the power gain is 
(5-16) 
(5-11) 
\ 1 · ' ·· .. 
G = , p~·i i,,. \ lz) /z.: i ·· :· cs-1a) ,n;i '1,0i, ', I 
It will be convenient to consider the generatcr and load to be 
p~rely resistive. Under these conditions 
(5-19) 
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With E1uation (5-15) substit~ted for z1 in E~uation (5-19) the power 
gain is 
Expressed in db 
Gelb 10 Lo~ 10 \ ~:~1 I 2 + \ Olo~lb \- i +~LOR.Cr 
-\OL~ 10 \(~1'+1.~(j~h) +1\~ 
(5-20) 
(5-21) 
Note that theria are three possible terms which might yield power 
gain. These terms will be defined as 
Ge ,.. \ 'R.d R~\3. 
R. - Rt 
Gd = \ -1 + j"tJJ RC\2 
G 1-




E~llllation (5-24) b.as been pfotted in db, and is shitll'Wn in Figuire 5-6 al@ng 
with E~uations (5-22) and (5-23) which are of nominal value. 4 
Altho~gh Figure 5-6 has been derived by conventional methods there 
is a difference frol!l1! conventional passive response in that the G0 terill 
exhibits a power gai~ which is not present in the plot of the same 
circllllit as Figure 5-5 with a passive resistance f~r the diode. 
The G term has Sit:mlle interesting significance and therefore its 
C 
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Nrllit~ the significant point where 
A = 1/2. Ge is •mnity f@t' tM.:a: val\llle. 
Now thie gain d·@e to) the ril!<:S:())nant term at the :resonant fre«Jllllency wil 1 
be derived. 
~ \ (~Y-t z~(~~1 + 1\' 




~~" Yi~~ i l- 7.~l-. (5 0031) 
~ < .If. A\'JD 
~ j 
j_ :r 4 ~ 'i ( I - £'-) 
G,o 
(.5-32) 
The iSIUlb:sct:ipt zer{~ ref®t':Si t© the :teSJ(Olnant ft'el«'JllUlency. the 
Figu.1nre 5-8 ~h©,w:BJ the vair:iatlL @n in GLr,a1db as a f!)J)n.ctf,ioin rof J . Observe 
that a.blOlve @n:il..ty p,©Y·w~:r g8!.:lf.n the lt'<elati(C)n:sihip l1'.iiii alfl!i@s:t linear. 
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( / I tr 
It is important t\O, n<OJte fr.om E«l]\illation (5-35) that unless o .... 1, -;.. 
the bandwidlth do,es n@t exist since the gain never drops to one-half its 
The fractional gain-bandwidth product is defined as ~ ~B~) 
Therefore fr@m E<q[w<£ti1"'n (5-38) 
(5-41) 
(5-42) 
Now the constant gain term Ge may be incl\illded in the gain B.W. 
pr,ttduct although its c,,:mtiri\brntfon is :s:olely ::l.n terms of gain. 
(5-43) 
and if Equation (5-39) is satisfied 
(5-44) 
(QiltHt<at've t.hat .as A~ 11 very large ga:ii,n bandwidth figures res'llllt, especially 









The factor in the brackets of Equation (5-45) is very nearly unity 
for small Sand hence 
(5-46) 
If there is doubt as to the approximation involved in Equation (5-46), 
E~~ation (5-37) has been plotted exactly in Figure 5-9 and for every Ka 
S-= t3K (5-47) 
where 
B is 1/2 for sim.11 l 
Since i has already been defined in terms of the circuit, there is 
now {me design rebitilQ)nship involving the four circuit variables. 
Als,o 
Therefo,re 
'the desired des:tgn e~1tll®tions are now 
0) .&. R. = Pi,, 
wh1erre A is yet tr{.)> be deteit:lilllined 
(2) ~ = ek = {(~ - ~c)(~j 
(3) l ( \ J( Woi ) ""'[:Z c:. . I-A. \-~l 
Solving the three previous equations simultaneously yields 
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Note that if C is also specifiere\ as would be the case if the diode capaci-
tance alro,ne were t©J be ttsedl in the tuned circuitiJ then A i:s fi.xed. 
From E«J!uation (5-54) ~nd E«J!uation (5-52) Lis now found as 
L:: (1 -A)(1 - ,~i) .. 
C -w! 
From Figure 5-6 it is seen that 1 in E«J!uation (5-53) is the 
RC 
(5-55) 
''corner frequency" of the Gd term and thus the (D)nly way in which Gd can 
ll!lilake a significant contrU:»ution to the gain at res((l)nance is by letting A 
be very much less than unity. 
Now let 
(5-56) 
Where We is the corner frequency of the Gd term. From Equation (5-53) 
(5-57) 
Thi.s (!:Xpressiom i:s plotted in Figure 5-10 which gives the corner 
frec')]Uimcy to be \U\Sed in a graphical analysis. From. observation of 
Figure 5-10 it may be seen that unless excessive attenuation is introduced 
:iLn Ge, the principal effect of Gd. is a slight wisdle.md.ng of the bandwidth 
a.n& a small gain t:<0int1r:li.\bro.iltion. these effects mniui8\t be ae:c.oumted fo:r. since 
W<D .and lll',. W. ,are t:he t'~~·o given cclles ign parametieni. 
of Equation (5-57) gives 
A 
I-A 
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And for Slll!llall 6 this expression reduces to 
~. i. S fAc1::fS_' 
A - 2£1/A(I-A) 
60 
(5-62) 
whkh for moderately la,r.ge val1JJes of A(A) .1) redU!ces still further to 
I 
Goe ~ A (5-63) 
If A = 1/2» Gd '.ld 2 and from Figure 5-10 the c@rner freigimiency is 
apprt'@ximmately e«Jl\\llc(l].l t,o W0 if S' h small. Under these conditions it is 
seen that the essential comtrib1!.llti©n l:!Jf Gd occ\U\rs after the response has 
fallen to unity where it alters the fall-off in re8ponse from - 12db per 
(O)ctave tiO -6db per «'JJCtave. In general it might be noted that Gd goes Vlp 
'iiihen Ge gees down ancil vice versa. Now it is p@ssible to state that Gd 
causes no essential widening of the E.W. and hence the previous disc~ssi©n 
ii.s still appropriate fl[)ir des:ign. 
For all 11ea.sllt:»na,ble tuned amplifi.er design the. fo:r.eg(())ing relation:sh:11.ps 
the total ga:it.n bandwicllt.h expresdiem becomesi 
(G G c;. \~(g,w").,,, A_ (1 - 2s~x 1 \,., I 
Co M do) w;- ..., \ -A A - ' i ~' \ . 7. ~ ~} ""' ( l - A')( l • 2 0 
Fr101m,11 the dlesiredl Ge gain 
Rt : A 
-i:t 
J is determined by the fractional bandwidth 










Two further design considerations deserve discussion at this point. 
First the value of A must not be so large that the d-c biasing is near 
instability since the amplifier must be stable in the d-c circuit as well 
as the a-c circuit, This means that unless moderate values of A are used 
the lbia.sing prnblemm will become difficiUllt. 
Aliil«:» it way !rlJe th1&t for the W0 selected, Cd may not lie in the allowed 
range rdlic.tatieidl by E~@ation (5-54) when the d-c biasing considerations 
di.:s:cusserdl ab(O)ve a,r,e cHihered ti()). One method of remedying this difficulty 
is by paralleling the di10,de with a capacitance to bring E<qpuatfon (5-54) 
within the limits set by d-c stability. 
While this i:sl the si1111rplei!llt method of utilizing the dfod1e as an 
amplifier at ltOlweir. ft'®((Jl1lllencie1S1 (less than 50 me) it als 10 introduces a 
~t<ffibility p·1t·(())blemm. 'I'.he1re is nic,w a minor loop in the ampH.fier con-
figuration which is pc::sitentially 'ilmsta.ble and. suiitable measures must be 
tc!llk,en t© av(Oi.d oscillation. The sohlltion is to insert a series resistance 
with the parallrel a«:llded capaic:Ji.tance. The /Qlpen l,\J©p minor circuit is now 
as shown in Wig1lllre 5-11 whet'e RP is the added resistance and terminals 
xx 0 represent the ~,nsertati!(l)n p'1:llint 1of the parallel capacitance. 
This is (l)OV:iL<G11JlS:ly the same es£:ential circiillit c~@nfiguration as that 
,a,fuJ®erved at the te:r.mminals l())f the amplifier proper and hence the same 
stability c:oinditions mttst be met 9 tha1,t is 
(5- 55) 
Where 
Rt; = RP + R8 






Fig1tllre 5-11. Minor Loop Equivalent Circuit 
The external circwit at the open loop terminals with the parallel 
branch is shown in Figure 5-12. 





Fig\\l.\re 5-12. Co>im1plete Low Freigiuency Am.plifie:r. Circll.llit 
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Since W0 is till> b(e fow, the lea.d ind11:llctanc.e @f the minor loop is in-
dgnificant iLn the t;loital analysis and :ll.s: henc.e in)1nul..tted. Also the b1tlllk 
t'edstance R8 (ll.llS11U1ally less tha:n 2n.) ma.y be neglected to as good an 
approximation as R re1m1ains linear which gives the final elgt1.llivalent 
circll.llit shown in Figll.llre 5-13. 
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Figure 5-13. Appr~ximate Low Fre~uency Amplifier Circuit 
Since the amplifier will be driven from a sinusoidal source, the 
series R and C branch !ll!i&Y be converted to e1uivalent parallel branches 
p p 










These parallel branches llll!ay be represented e1uivalently as shown in 
Fig'i\Jlire 5-15. 
5 
H. T. Fristoe» The~ of~ E~uations £:!_ Solve Complex Electrical 
Netwo1t'ks~ Oklahoma St.ate 11Jlniversity Engineering Extension Serviceli N<0>. 
1051' 1959. 
where 
C l -RI 
Fig1Ulre 5-15. Final E1uivalent Low Fre~uency Amplifier 
R' = 
I 
(a) -R~ R.p..:. 
(b) C.' = Cp+ Cp (5-67) 
Since this configuration is exactly similar to that previously 
considered, the same st~bility criteria again apply~ that is 
(5-58) 
One further relationship must be found beca@se the circuit illustrated 
in Figure 5-5 is @nly valid at one fre~uency if the parallel RP-CP branch 
is inserted. It is convenient to choose that freiuency as W0 and under 
this c@ndition the s:bmdtane©us s:olutfon of El!'J[uati.@ms (5-66) and (5-54) 
yields, 
R.wo r11~~l+_6_- z.r~rr£ + 1.b(r- &) U /-A /-A rt R 
(5-68) 
For J small Eqiuu::iicm (5=68) reduces to 
C 2 -
P ~ Rwo[Y,~ + .. 4*(1- 1r) v - iJ (.5-69) 
where RP is determined fll:lrli:lil\lminor loop stability conditions. 
The effect upon the amplifier response of these equivalent fre1uency 
varying components is shollm in the next chapter" 
CHAPTER VI 
AMPLIFIER DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Amplifier Design 
The design erquations derived in Chapter V were used to construct a 
tuned series amplifier. 
A resonant fre(\jl'Utency of 3.0 me was used since the resultant simpli-
fication in circll.llit layout avoided the diffic1l.1llties involved in high 
fre(qplllency circuitry. these difficll.lllties are a p:r<C1blem in themselves and 
are of little conse~uence in checking the e~uations which were developed. 
The selectivity factor K was chosen to be 1/10 so that fairly sharp 
tuning couldl bie l(jlbtained and still obtain eno'lllgh data to yield a 
continuoll.1ls curve with the av~ilable e~wipment. 
The diode selected had the following parameters 
R..-=- I I 8..r'I. (6-1) 
(6-2) 
(6-3) 
Here it is appt'©p:date trOl observe that Cd is a fonction of the j'omc-
tion voltage in act'\(Q)rdance with conventional semic(Olnductor theory. In 
this design the v@ltage variation in C0 was negligible since a large 
external capacitance was added. If no capacitance were added, it W®''lllld 
be necessary to obtain the variation in Cd in order to proceed with the 
design. The signal generator used had an output im~~dance of 25...n.. 
Ri,. ,v;JI.. (6-4) 





The W0 chosen wa~ much to low to use only the diode capacitance 
so an external Rp··Cp branich was added. 
loop stability e~~ations. 
I' 
R was determined from the minor 
p 
(6-6) 
A first-order esti~te of the minor loop inductance was made to be 50 milllh. 
(6-7) 
A vailue of 
(6-8) 
was decided upon to allow as much leeway as possible for minor loop 
inductance altho1!.l\gh this large value of RP had a significant effect upon 
the actual amplifier response curve. 
Now the design ce,1\1\ld have proceeded in either of two ways since an 
external RP-CP br~nch h~d been decided iUlpon. E1mation (5-59) could have 
been used to find either A or C. If A is specified, then the constant 
p 
ga:i.n term is sperd.fied. If Cp is specified~ then the corner frecqtuency of 
the G0 term is specified. For convenll.ence in c1cimpwnents, Cp was .s:pe(d.fi.ed 
as 400 llllll.llf 
N~w from Eq@ati~~ (5-68) 
(5-68) 
Fr@m E~uation (5-68) A was found to 
(6-10) 
N@te that A is this value @nly at resonance since 
and R' is n~w a fulnction of frequency. 
Now 
Theref«:rre the e'1mivalent pa:rallel resistance R; is 
Rp1 = RP (, + Q/) == 2 ei. .n. 
Now Rt is specified since 
Rt -= A'.R. ·1 -= 7/ 
. \: 
Since 
and Rg is 25A., then RL is 










The last lll!'lllantity t(i;) be obtained was the ac:ldeol series inductance 
which from E~'l.llati@n {5=55) was 
L... :: (r -A1 ) 
W1,.2 C1 
the right When all the <q11U1antides «iin 
(5-55) 
side of Ert1Ulati<oin (5-55) had been 
(6-17) 
The d-c biasing arranganent indicated in Fig~re 6-1 was used for 
this amplifier. The operating point on the V-I characteristics of the 
dfode was 160 mv which is the inflection point of the characteristics. 
The R-£ c~il was to decouple the d-c supply from the signal. 
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The amplifier cit'C'Wit ,~hown in Figurre 6-1 was constrlU\cted using the 
component values fo~nd f:rom the preceeding design. These values were set 






r - .L - R- - -1 
47..,,_ 
VTVM 
Figllllre 6-1. Experi1mental Amplifier 
During the amplifier alignment, very slight changes in L and C were 
necessary to resonate the amplifier at 3 me. These changes were less 
than 2 percent <01f the values calculated from the design e\1ljuations. BeliOiW 
isJ a complete list «:»f the components ,·,md instl'\\J\1l!il~:mts used. 
LIST OF COMPONENTS AND lNSTRU.MENTS 
Components 
G. E. t1J1nnel dfod.e - 1/:1 
Ferrite slug t.uried. inducto1r -
L = 1.68-12.4 uh 
Q(7, 9 me) = 165-"" 22 
B.esistor - 100...q_l/8 W., 1% (2) 
Resistor= 47..s,...l/2 W., 1% 
R.F. choke coil - 16~8 mh 
Hewlett Packard VTVM - Model 400D 
1130964 
Booton Radfo Corp. Q Meter - Type 
160-A, 1/:3503 
General Radfo Impedance Bridge 
(Portable) - Type No. 1650-A~ 
//:1301 
Fl~ke Differential Voltm®ter -
Model 801, #2354 
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LIST OF COMPONENTS AND INSTRUMENTS (Continued) 
Components 
Wire wound pot - 0-50..t2-
Eveready mercury cell - 1.34 volts 
Instruments 
Kepco Power Supply - 0-600 v 
Model 815-B, #B-7410 
General Radio Standard Sig. 
Generator - Type 1001-A~ #434 
General Radio - Type 874-R20 3 foot 
coaxial 50..n_ patch co:r:d 
General Radio - Type 874-Q2 adapter 
General Radio - Type 1000-PZ 40..s2. 
Series unit 
General Radio - Type 1000-Pl 50..s:i... 
Termination unit 
Tektronix Oscilloscope - Type 545 
#9546 
Tektronix Coaxial line and 
Attenuation Proble - XlO, 
10 meg. and 8 uuf input 
Tektronix Plug in unit - Type 53/541 
/!666 
Experimental Methods 
The circuit was: 1m01\IJ!nted in em alllllminum chassis with the exceptfon ~)f 
the diode and extet·n$l added capacitance which were. llllo·1.mted albove the 
chassi:s in a luicite base. The di(ode was 1mr0,rnnted into copper strips to 
reduce lead indu~tt!mce. The added capacitance and resistance were 
m~'Ulnted closet~ the diode with leads as short as possible, again to 
re«:h11ce lead inductance. The mercury cell was 1l11l())l.llnted l'Lnternal ly, 
The signal generatroir was taken as a voltage i.nput standard and 
IC:(jlmlpled dit'ectly t@ the chassis through its coaxial line, The chass:ls 
was: plrngged directly into the VTVM which was calibrated from the s:i.gnal 
generator. 
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The operating point was set by using a low level d-c voltmeter and 
varying the 50 .!"l.. pot. 
Parasitic oscillation in the amplifier circuit was checked for afteE 
ea.ch data point of Figure 6-2 by turning the generator output to zero 
and checking the output voltage~ which was read fmm a high sensitivity 
VTVM, to insure that it was zero. 
Discussfon of Experimental Res1tlllts 
The theoretical omtp1tllt of the amplifier was easily found by a graph-
ical addition of the thr~e terms of Figure 5-6 using the method of Bode 
1 
plots. 
The gain magnit1llldes of the theoretical output were taken directly 
fy,om Figures 5-7 £nd 5-8 using the parameter values determined from the 
design e«jjuations and the Gd C(IJ)rner ft·e<qt\Ulency was fo~nd directly ft'@!tlll 
Figure 5=10. These were placed in Figure 6-2 along with the actual 
mesponse curve of the amplifier. 
There are three distinct regions of analysis on the response curve. 
The first :i.s from .01 me tiOI 1.15 me where the resp@nse is flat. The 
gtOlverning gain te'l!:'lflm in th:18 r,.eg:it.((Jln ls Ge which is a function of the Rt 
R' 
rati~. The value at res~nance of Ge is -Sdb &nd asstllming R0 is 
constant gives the predicted IC'.'lllt've as shown. However, R' is a function 
of ll 1 p 
1 
R:'-.. -RR1 p 
"R~' -R. 
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and R; is an li.nversie, f11;1incti:l'.lln @f f:re<!lJU1.ency which t.e.nd.s to infinity as 
the fre1U1.en~y tends t© Z®~~. This ~eans R 0 tends t@ drop in magnitude 
(6-18) 
and 
Ge. db -,.. 3Aclb (6-19) 
The sec.((l)nd :rt'eg;i,01111 itBl in th,s near vicinity ©f the resonant peak. 
predicte.dl. The reas:@n f,dir this is again traceable t,r, the fre«Jl'!ll,,mcy v:;;.r:y-
1respi\'.linse. The fi·,~,iJl'.!J:.@~lTilcy V&J\:ry'.11.ng <ei!jl\cllivasl,ent c; sta:i·ts ~tmt:ributing gain 
in the Gd term s@,t)nelh' th@n t.h1!(('i,K'Y w@,ml& :p,:reGi.ic:t sin~e 
Ge{= I + ( wi.c'f (6-20) 
than predicted. 
-6db pet· octave. 
'I'he reas<01n t{Jrr th1s is: that the e,qpui:!!,valent E:.; has become lower than 
the negat:ii.ve re:sbt.am,::te1 ,a,f th,e dfod.e and conse\i1J.\tllently from E(q\uaJ.tll.1cnil (6-11) 
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An<!'.llther <e\lit'Ve o:,f S«llme interest is shmm in Figllir,e 6=4 which illustrates 
the n@n=linear relatfon between thie plOlwer gain and the magnitude of the 
driving voltage. The data was taken at the resonant fretgi\illency and clearly 
shows that if the amplifier is overdriven9 the gain falls rapidly. The 
reason for this is that the negative resistance '°f the dfodes is not 
constant f@r large ~ignal application, This may be seen from Figure 4-4 
by noting that the average ©r effective negative t'{esistance depends ll.llpon 
the driving magnit\\llde. The end p(Q)ints of the neg~.tive resistance at Ip 
and Iv are S(Q)©n reached and event@~lly the effective resistance may even 
be JP)@sitive. Figurre 6-:3 IBl'IBggest:s s©me applicatfo,n in automatic gain 
ccntr(c.11 since the gain is a filJll!H:ttfon of inpu1t amplitude. 
Some final p,@ints sh101i.1lld be '°bse!ivedl. While the device is capable 
6-3 was O. 158 m watu. This means thcei,t the device should <1:mly be @sed in 
fow lev.el applkati((;)lruS 1S1111«;h ui the first amplifi©at:ii.©n stage in radar or 
tlEllevisi,oin. 
we1re @secdt in this th.eds sdLnce no parallel R ~c b1ranch muist be added. p p 
If this is the case~ then the design eq~~ti~ns developed should 
f«:»lfow almost exa.:;tly the the,,n:,eU.cal predicted 11:'esponsie obtained fr«:»m 
en(Ql,mgh for most e.ngineering applicatfons. 
CHAPTER VU 
S1!JMMIARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The phenOlmen({l)n <Of electrccm tunneling was 1ualitatively shown through 
~\Ulantum mechanical methlOlds. This effect was then \\lltilized, after some 
prepai·atlOlry semiic:©nd\Ulctor theory 9 in a qualitative and (Jl'illantitative 
description @f the Es~ki t\Ulnnel diode. This analysis explained the 
<Odgfu;i of thie negative resistance region in the narrio,w p~n juncti©n. 
By assuming the nregative resistance region was lin,ear~ a small~ 
signal analysis <0Jf a series t\Ulned amplifier ci:rctJtit was o·wtlined~ based 
10lp11:m stabiH.ty criteria and a graphical analysis. 
Design e<gt'l.l'.at:fons were developed which gave; all :circ\\llit parameters 9 
in terms of a selectivity factor~ 1/K where K was the ratio of the desired 
bandwidth to the <lle~i:tred r,e;sonant frc1;cciuency. 
An amplifier was then constrttcted based upon the derived design 
cornsi.derations and its re>:spq:mse was cCJmpa1·ed t10 its theoretical p:redic.ted 
reSp!cmse. 
The developed d1c;z:ign relatfonships appeared valid based upon the 
experimental resn.lllts. ?hie deviati!ons observed seem to be due to the 
additional circu:U:1ey 1!."ec~1\\l1i:c~ia! ficn: fow f:req[vi,ency (O)pre.:ratfon. Even with 
these deviat:fons the de.sign e@1uations give very g<t»,·.»d Cl(j)KreLaticin bet:we.en 
the predicted and act·ij\al response especially in the significant regll.on 
@f the :resonant peak. 
However" the mm-linear relation between gain and input ma.gnitimd.e 
Wl(i)\Ulld seem t.o limit the application of the amplifier to low pc>Wer level 
applicati<C»ns~ especially if large ,Sl.motmts of gain are to be ©Jbtained~ 
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The amplifier. c.it'c11.dt seems: best suited for muic.ih higher fre<qruency 
operation th.an was \lllsed since the d.rcUlit is simpler and no approximaticn 
is involved in the design e~uations. 
A study of the n(Q)n-selective amplifier would be useful since this 
amplification mode has a number of useful applicatons. For example, it 
m.ight be considered in such uses as very low voltage operational amplifier 
or as a video amplifier. 
The non-linear relationship between input w~gnitude and resultant 
gain suggests some applications in automatic gain control. 
A nwmber of devices in addition to the tunnel diode such as 
multivibrators~ gas tubes (thyratrons~ neon bulbs~ etc.), PNPN transistors~ 
S1U1perregenerative amplifiers, tetrodes 1 Dynatr<01n and Transistron oscilla= 
tors» and parametric amplifiers exhlbit a negative resistance between som.e 
two terminals. It is the author's suspici~n that feedback in general 
(especially pit,sitive feedback) may hie analyzed as a negative resistance 
effect. Thus 9 it might prove advantageous to make a study of the general 
properties of negative res:itstance so that c:itrc:\Olits incorporating these 
elements might b<1:\ bie.tter ~mdentiOJ«))rd from a sta:b;ility viewpoint# 
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